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PREFACE

Presumption is a dangerous fault. It compels men
to think they alone possess strength, ability, wisdom,

justice, perfection. Self-worship perhaps would be

a better name for it. There is nothing more fatal for a

young nation than to be self-conceited and to believe

that it possesses talents, refinement, creative power, etc.,

which in reajlity it does not have. Culture, progress and

civilization are acquired only after prolonged efforts,

diligently applied, especially to one self.

As is the case with every well educated man, every

enlightened nation should be a Socrates to itself. A
cultured people may not be endowed with the genius
and wisdom of the Athenian philosopher, but their intel-

lectual class shooiM never forget the saying : Know

thyself .

To know oneself is to be enlightened. That is the anti-

thesis to presumption. He who fails to know himself,

and thinks himself greater than he is, lives in ignorance
and darkness, and disappointments are in store for

him. But let us not forget that the man who goes to



the other extreme self-abasement through exaggerated

modesty is in no better predicament.

The Balkan peoples do not possess a true knowledge
of themselves. Some of them suffer from vanity, others

from under-estimation of their own abilities and cul-

ture ; some of them idolize themselves, others are vic-

tims of their over-modesty. Though they have lived

for centuries in close contact with each other, they do

not knowT each other, they did not penetrate each

other's soul, they did not even try to judge each other's

character and capacities impartially. It is a melancholy

fact to witness how haughtily some of the Balkan nations

treat their neighbours, in consequence of which the

latter are always suspicious and distrustful of others.

The causes of this intense estrangement are many and

remote ; they are historical, psychological, and tempera-

mental.

Cherishing the same esteem towards all the peoples

of the Balkan Peninsula, we are bound to judge them

not by their words, but by their deeds, and above all

by what they have accomplished and are doing for

their education, development, and culture. The primary

characteristic of an enlightened people is their love for

learning and progress, and the sacrifice they are ever

willing to -make for their moral and intellectual progress.

Unquestionably the educational institutions of a nation

are the safe standard by which one may judge the

grade of its cultural accomplishment. In Western Eu-

rope, the most advanced peoples are considered not those

which are biggest, but those, which have built the

most and best equipped schools, \\hich boast of the



most modern and democratic primary, secondary, and

higher institutions of learning, and spend most to de-

velop the intellect of the inhabitants of the country.

The Balkan states also possess their own schools and

spend considerable sums for their maintenance. Some
of those states, however, have gone so far as to parade
as Kulturtragers in the East. Such statements have fre-

quently been made in the capitals of some of those

states.

What in reality is the standard of the educational

system and the intellectual level of their respective

countries ? What is the grade of cultural advancement

in Roumania, Greece, Serbia and Bulgaria ? These are

questions deserving the careful attention of all who are

interested in the subject.

This question has been adequately elucidated by the

official statistics of the respective states. The hard facts

and figures contained in them give a most eloquent des-

cription of the educational and cultural level attained

by them. The data furnished by the various statistics

are not the work of a politician, diplomatist or hot-

headed patriot, but the results of scientific investiga-

tion.

In order that the progress of the several Balkan

states may be more clearly seen, it was found necessary
to resort to a comparison with a criterium established

by an older and far more advanced country. The edu-

cational system of Switzerland, and particularly of the

Bern Canton, has been selected as such a criterium.

Switzerland was picked out because it has generally been

accepted as a model on the point of general education
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and culture. The Canton of Bern was particularly con-

sidered not only because it is the largest political unit

of the Swiss Republic, but also because it is much
smaller tham any of the Balkan countries. This volume

deals writh the school statistics of Switzerland, Rou-

mania, Greece, Servia, and Bulgaria in 1908. We
are compelled to select that period of time, because

Roumania and Serbia possess printed statistics only up
to that year inclusive. As to Greece, since she has no

earlier statistical data in print, we had to limit our-

selves to the statistical books published by her for the

years 1900-1911. Bulgaria has published her educational

statistics regurlarly from 1900 till 1911 inclusive. The

Balkan wars have prevented Bulgaria, iais well as her

neighbours, Greece, Servia and Roumania from pub-

lishing any statistics since 1911. Switzerland, however,

has been able to issue her school data uninterruptedly

up to 1917 inclusive.

Lausanne, 31 sl January 1919.

D. MISHEV.
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THE BALKAN STATES





1.

Switzerland

(Year 1908)



Since 1874, public instruction has been compul'

sory and free in the elementary schools.

(Federal Constitution, revised Art. 27.)
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Schools arranged by categories



16 Switzerland

Schools arranged by

categories



Switzerland 17

Schools arranged by categories
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Switzerland

Schools arranged by categories
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Switzerland

Population and expenditure.

Population



Switzerland

Teachers and Pupils.

Schools arranged by categories



Switzerland

Schools and population.

Schools arranged by categories



Switzerland

Population : 3,647,479.

Pupils : 724,914.

Attendance at Schools by sexes



2.

Canton of Berne

(Year 1908)



Since 1874, elementary education in the Can-

ton of Berne has been compulsory and free in public

schools.

(Federal Constitution, revised Art. 27.)



Canton of Berne 25

Schools arranged by categories



Canton of Berne

Schools arranged by categories



Canton of Berne

Schools arranged by categories
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Canton of Berne
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Canton of Berne

Population and expenditure

Population
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Canton of Berne

Teachers and Pupils.

Schools arranged by categories
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Canton of Berne

Schools and population.

Schools arranged by categories



Canton of Berne

Population : 624,641.

Pupils : 137,924.

Attendance at Schools by sexes



3.

BULGARIA
(Year 1908)



Liberated by Russia in 1878, almost 50 years after

Servia, Bulgaria is the youngert of the Balkan States.

But immediately after the proclamation of indepen-

dance and according to the Constitution of 1879 pri-

mary education has been compulsory and free.

(Constitution, Art. 78.)



Bulgaria
35

Schools arranged by categories
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Schools arranged by



Bulgaria

Schools arranged by categories
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Schools arranged by categories
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Bulgaria

Population and expenditure.

Population



40

Teachers and Pupils

Schools arranged by categories



Bulgaria

41

Schools and population.

Schools arranged by categories
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Population : 4,183,819.

Pupils : 504,879.

Attendance at Schools by sexes



GREECE
(Year 191 0-191 1>



Greece has been an independent kingdom since

1838. According to its constitution in 1864, every one

has a right to found schools, on condition of conform-

ing to the laws of the State.

(Constitution, Art. 16.)



Greece
45

Schools arranged by catgeories
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Greece

Schools arranged by

categories
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Greece

Schools arranged by categories
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Greece

Schools arranged by categories



49

Greece

Population and expenditure.

Population



50

Greece

Teachers and Pupils.

Schools arranged by categories



Greece

51

Schools and population.

Schools arranged by categories



Greece

Population: 2,631,952.

Pupils: 306,481.

Attendance at Schools by sexes



5.

Rou-rmnm
(Year 1908)



After the regime of the phanariot (hospodars)

(Governors of Greek origin, from Constantinople) dur-

ing the XVIIIth
century and at the beginning of the

XXth
,
Wallachia and Moldavia were erected into prin-

cipalities, which were united in 1866 under the name

Principality of Roumania. It became a kingdom in 1881.

Since 1884 primary education has been compulsory

and free.

(Constitution, Art. 23.)



Roumania

Schools arranged by categories
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Roumania

Schools arranged by



Roumania
57

Schools arranged by categories
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Roumania

Schools arranged by categories



59

Roumania

Population and expenditure.

Population
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Roumania

Teachers and Pupils.

Schools arranged by categories
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Roumania

Schools and population.

Schools arranged by categories
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Roiimania

Population : 6,771,722.

Pupils : 598,888.

Attendance at Schools by sexes



6.

SERVm
(Year 1908)



In the autumn of 1815 was made a principality

under the suzerainty of the Sultan by the treaty of

Akerman in 1826 and by the treaty of Adrianople in

1830. She became a kingdom in 1882. By the Consti-

tution revised in 1888 the elementary education has

become compulsory and free.

(Constitution, Art. 21.)
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Schools arranged by categories
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Servia

Schools arranged by

categories



Seruia
67

Schools arranged by categories



68

Sepuia

Schools arranged by categories



69

Servia

Population and expenditure.

Population



70

Servia

Teachers and Pupils.

Schools arranged by categories



Servia
71

Schools and population.

Schools arranged by categories
*
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Servia

Population: 2,821 ,01 5.

Pupils : 146,396

Attendance at Schools by sexes



II.

Comparative Statistics





Comparative table of schools

Schools arranged by categories
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Comparative Table of the

Schools arranged by categories



77

pupils and students

Bulgaria



Comparative Table of masters,

Ecoles par categories
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mistresses and professors

Bulgaria
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Comparative Table

of the populations and expenditure of

public instruction

STATES
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Comparative Table

of the pupils per 100 and 1000 per inhabitants

STATES



82

Comparative Table

of young girls and lady students per 100 and per
1000 inhabitants.

STATES



III.

Statistics

by descending gradation.





Population
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STATES Population

1. Rouinania

2. Bulgaria

3. Switzerland

4. Servia

5. Greece

6. Canton of Berne

6.771.722

4.183.819

3.647.478

2.821.015

2.631.952

624.641



Expenditure

STATES
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Number of schools

STATES



88

Number of little girls and young ladies

STATES



89

Number of pupils

STATES





IV.

Statistics

by descending gradation

in the Balkan States.
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Population

Balkan States Population

1. Rouraania

2. Bulgaria

3. Servia

4. Greece

6.771.722

4.183.819

2.821.015

2.631.952
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Expenditure

Balkan States
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Number of schools

Balkan States



95

Number of little girls and young ladies

Balkan States
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Number of pupils

Balkan States



V.

Compulsory primary

education.
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Compulsory primary education

States Constitutions Date

CANTON
OF BERNE

SWITZER-
LAND

Constitution of the Canton of Berne.

Art. 81, The right of teaching is free,

legislative enactments being however re-

served.

Every body must give the pupils ent-
rusted to him (or her) flie degree of edu=
cation fixed for public primary schools.

Law on primary education.

Art. 4. Tuition is free in all public
primary schools,

Art. 57. Attendance at school is com-
pulsory.

Art. 59. The time of compulsory atten-
dance at school is, as a general rule, nine

years. However the communes are allow-
ed to diminish the number by one year.

Federal Constitution.

Art. 27. -- The cantons provide for

primary education, which must be suffi-

cient and exclusively placed under the
secular authorities. It is compulsory and
in public schools free.

Public schools must be so organised
that the adherents of any faith may at-

tend them without any one suffering in

any way in this liberty of conscience
or beliefs. The Confederation shall take
the necessary measures against the Can-
tons, which do not fulfil these obliga-
tions.

1846
31 Juh

1894
May

1874
29 May
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Compulsory primary education

States Constitutions Date

BULGARIA

ROUMANIA

Transitory dispositions.

Art. 4. A delay of five years is left

to the Cantons to introduce free educa-

tion into all public primary schools.

Constitution of the Kingdom of Bulgaria.

Art. 78. Primary education is com-

pulsory and free for all the subjects of
the Kingdom of Bulgaria.

Law on primary education.

Art. 14. Public education is compul-
sory and gratuitous, lasting four years.

Art. 18. The public schools are unde-
nominational the teachers are laymen.

Constitution of the Kingdom of Roumania.

Art. 23. Teaching is free. The liberty

of teaching is guaranteed, provided the

practice of that liberty is not contrary
to morality and public order. Primary
schools shall be gradually opened in

every commune of Roumania.
Education shall be gratuitous in all

State schools.

Instruction shall be compulsory for

all young Roumanians, in every place

where a primary school has been opened.

1879, 16 April
1893, 15 May
1911,llJuJy

1909
18 Janurv

1884
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Compulsory primary education

States
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